The new GPM software v. 11.4 offers the following enhanced features:

- Prevents sleep and hibernate computer modes from interrupting data collection on long studies that can be a problem on some PCs.

- Resolves administrator privileges issues posed by some companies' local network IT settings. Certain administrator settings had the potential to interfere with data collection. Data files are now stored in non-admin folders.

- Improved compatibility with Windows 10

- The program now allows for up to ten networks and up to 500 modules.

- An improved communication mechanism has been written into the program to better process data collection for large numbers of modules.

- Identifies previous versions of GPM software and walks user through uninstall first.

- Improved data management where English is not the locale setting. More user-friendly for our international customers.

- Enhanced error checking to prevent user from entering erroneous values.

- Autosave feature now includes a button to allow for easy change of file location by user.

- User specified settings are now saved rather than reverting to default and will be specific to the particular user logged in at that computer. These settings include: auto-save location, live interval, recording interval, Metric/English, valve open time, global release values, and temperature correction factors.

- A log file button has been added to bring the user to the log file location from each recording. These files can be used to reconstruct a data worksheet should there ever be a loss of communications.